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 esmaeule (ESMAEAUL) Platforms: PC, Mac, Linux, and Steamworks Edition (with C-Bom) A sequel to Supremecommand and Day of Defeat: Source, Supremecommand and Day of Defeat: Source 2 is a paid-for mod, but free to play in the mod's in-game shop. It's currently in the midst of Alpha. The mod uses the same engine as Supremecommand and Day of Defeat: Source, but with a graphical
overhaul inspired by Day of Defeat: Source and Supremecommand's look. New features added include brand new HUD and the CTU main menu. Also a new MP game mode called "Cash Grab" is added, which rewards players with money and points. Gameplay The player can play with up to 8 human players or bots. There are no bots available in Supremecommand 2 Multiplayer. New modes and

game modes are available, such as the "Point Match" mode, where players have to survive as long as possible while scoring points. Game Modes Point Match: Teams of 2 or 4 can play this mode, where each side has to score points by killing each other, survive as long as possible, and defend their objectives. Gameplay Time: A team of 4 must eliminate each enemy of their team, survive for as long as
possible, and destroy the enemy team's bases before the clock runs out. If both teams survive, the game ends. Cash Grab: The newest feature added is a new mode called "Cash Grab", where the players have to collect as many flags as possible to win the match. The more flags collected, the more money they win. The higher level the player is, the higher the money he or she receives. Reception

Supremecommand 2 received a positive reception from critics, with particular praise for the game's new features. See also List of downloadable PlayStation 2 games List of free and open source software packages References External links Supremecommand.com Supremecommand.info Supremecommand 2 on Steam Category:First-person shooters Category:Free online games Category:Mod tools
Category:PlayStation 2 mods Category:Source (game engine) games Category:Windows gamesQ: What is best practice for using Flashcards on 82157476af
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